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It is well known that the trace of the heat semigroup for the Laplacian 
on a compact oriented Riemannian manifold has an asymptotic expansion 
whose terms are integrals of local geometric invariants; see [1, 3, 4] and their 
references. Entirely analogous results are true for the sublaplacian D& on a 
compact CR manifold. For simplicity, we state results here only for the case 
of a definite Levi form. 

We suppose that the compact CR manifold M has definite Levi form and 
has been given a Hermitian metric and an orientation; thus there is an inner 
product in the space Sp,q of forms of type p,ç. Let Up,q be the completion 
and fix p. The operator 

has formal adjoint Db and gives rise to a nonnegative selfadjoint operator 
Oe> = Dbfq on Up,q which extends the operator Db,qdb,q + ^b,q-iDb,q-i- The 
operator Db,q is hypoelliptic for 0 < q < n = % (dim M — 1). In the special case 
that the metric is a Levi metric, there is a canonical metric connection due 
to Webster [9] and C. M. Stanton [5]. 

THEOREM 1. For t > 0 and 0 < q < n, the operator exp(—tUb,q) has a 
smooth kernel Kt,q. On the diagonal, Kt>q has an asymptotic expansion 

(1) tr Ktfq{x, x) ~ 1 - 7 1 ' 1 J2 tJKj,q(x) <JV(x\ t -+ 0+, 

where tr : Horn Ap,q —• A 2 n + 1 is the standard map and dV(x) is the volume 
element. The functions KJtq are locally computable. If the metric is a Levi 
metric, then KjtQ may be computed by evaluating a universal polynomial in the 
components of the curvature and torsion of the Webster-Stanton connection 
and their covariant derivatives calculated in normal coordinates. 
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REMARKS. The existence and uniqueness of the kernel Kt)q, 0 < q < n, is 
well known [6]. We derive the asymptotic expansions (1) and (2) by construct
ing a parametrix for d/dt + Db in a class of pseudodifferential operators which 
is a suitable modification of that introduced in [2] for the purpose of treating 
Db itself. M. Taylor has obtained somewhat less precise asymptotic expan
sions using a different pseudodifferential calculus [8]. Stanton and Tartakoff 
[7] obtained an exact formula for the kernel Kt}q, 0 < q < n, in the case of a 
Levi metric, using successive approximations to solve an integral equation as 
in [4]. 

Our pseudodifferential operator calculus shows that the functions Kjiq{x) 
can be computed in terms of the coefficients of certain vector fields, dual 1-
forms, and their derivatives. The argument that in the case of a Levi metric 
these coefficients and derivatives can be expressed in terms of curvature and 
torsion follows standard lines, as in [1] for the torsion zero Riemannian case. 

The traces of the matrices Kjtt, expressed in normal coordinates at x, are 
[/(n)-invariants. The use of invariant theory to restrict a priori the possible 
form of the trace as in [1, 3] is complicated here by the presence of torsion. 
In this respect the situation is similar to the case of Hermitian metrics on 
complex manifolds. 
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